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Kerbal space program starting guide

From your first launch to a Munshot - the complete tutorialIt\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\the players who spent our time growing up with the game, are obviously hungry for every 'next' feature, but for someone who
might come in late it can be overwhelming. Allow me to guide you in this game and lend you a hand on your quest for the Mun.My missiles, my strategy and even my approach is not the only ones that lead to success. Many others have very different styles and they can all be successful. Take a look at the different wires and especially the different space
ship designs people built. Some are usually for fun, some are just hilarious bombs, but there are also a lot of very sophisticated and successful designs. Try them! Play with them! Find the ones that best suit your style. One thing I would suggest right away is to avoid the temptation of taking a shortcut. Take the 'missions' step by step. NASA didn't just knock
together an Apollo rocket when Kennedy said we were going to the Mun, so why would you? Although, instead of 10 years it's more like 10 hours of the first flight to the Munshot.Parts and player made partsLet\'s get this out of the way first. There are quite a few player made parts and packs to be found on Some people consider this cheating, want to rely on
the 'pure' and 'original' parts. But some of these parts make life a lot easier, they add flavor and some parts (like those lander legs) are only available from mods. From 0.13, when we were finally allowed to attach liquid tanks radially and so we can now build rockets that can stand on more than only three legs wisely, it has become possible to do a Mun-shot
on vanilla parts wisely. Previously, it was usually a rather unwieldy sample made of boosters, some boosters and more boosters. The Stock craft attached is a vanilla-only parts Mun craft. But we'll come back to that. Parts and what they\'re good forTry to resist the temptation to go to the page I just mentioned and download everything. You\'ll be overwhelmed
by the amount of parts and you're in for a very frustrating experience if you do. Plus, the more parts you have in your inventory, the longer it takes for the game to load (not as much as it used to, but it's still going to increase your load time by some margin). For now, I would suggest staying away from them and just use vanilla parts \'til you\'re comfortable with
them, then add some mods for flavor. Let's look at the different parts and their Start the game, then go to the vehicle assembly building (the large one on the left). From version 0.13 you will be given a selection of capsules to use. For now, the only one you have is the stock one so take that one. Take a look on the left side of the screen. At the top, you have
six ledgers that now discuss in detail. PropulsionThe stuff in propulsion is what moves your rocket. It contains fuel tanks, rocket engines and sturdy boosters. For now this is the standard fuel tank, the two different rocket engines, the RCS fuel tank and the stock solid booster. Liquid fuel tanks and rocket enginesSint since they belong together, they can also
be treated together. Each engine needs at least one fuel tank to operate. Without it, it's just dead weight. You use two, three or even more fuel tanks for a single engine, you also use clutches (we'll get to that) to fuel multiple engines from a single tank. They are quite a bit heavier than the sturdy boosters, but they can be controlled. You decide to run them on
half current, or turn them off and power them back on. You will find that you have two different engines to choose from. One is more powerful, the other gives you more control. Solid boostersSolid boosters have two settings: 100% throttle and burnout. The moment you start a booster, it will burn for the allotted time and then just turn off. No control, no way to
turn them off aside from repelling them (and then it\'s whether they can hit your rocket on their uncontrolled flight path...), but they\'re cheap and lightweight compared to their thrust and power. RCS fuel tankRCS fuel tanks are for position control. These are the tanks for the thrusters that offer you lateral movement and a lot of control, for the price of being
quite weak. We'll get them when we need them, for now, let's ignore them.Command &amp; ControlBasically, things that help you better control the craft. Here you will find two different SAS modules and the thrusters for the RCS tanks. SAS modules make flying the craft a lot easier, so it's usually a good idea to have one of those on your rocket, especially if
it\'s a huge rocket that's hard to control otherwise. For now, we don't really need them. Structural &amp; Aerodynamic Pairings, Struts and Wings. There are three clutches in the herd. The radial decoupler, to store boosters on the sides of your craft. The pile clutch, throw away lower phases that are spent. And the tri-coupler to have three instead of just one
leg to stand (and thrust) on. As for wings, they make the rocket spin more easily. If you notice that turning your rocket becomes almost impossible, this is what you want to add to your craft. With struts you make your rocket firmer. If your rocket wobbles and looks like it\'s falling apart, if your outer boosters look like a cheap chairoplane, this is what you want
to use. And new in 0.13, the fuel lines. With fuel lines you tanks which, for example, are attached radially to funnel the fuel into the main tanks. I\'ll come up with them in detail in a separate tutorial... when I finally reliably discovers how they work. For now, confirming them is is Take one, attach it to the tank from which the fuel should flow, then attach the other
end to the tank on which you want to draw fuel (in 0.13.1 it was reversed, in 0.13.0 it was attached to tank first, then from tank). Utility and ScientificJust the parachute here for now, but it's essential. Without it, landing can be a tad difficult for your kerbonauts. In different player-made packs you will find satellites, more parachutes and various other facts. The
rest not so important for now. They're empty anyway. To get a job is pretty easy, once you know how to do it. A common misconception is that you just have to point your rocket up and then somehow you magically end up in orbit. That is not the case. To get into orbit, you have to get some kind of horizontal momentum. In other words, fly to the side instead
of up. The only reason we fly up first is, of course, that it's a little hard to do a job while dragging your rocket to the ground, but also to overcome drag. Air, and therefore the resistance, ends at about 70,000 meters on Kerbin. So our first goal is to reach an altitude of more than 70,000 meters. But while we are doing that, we also have to somehow achieve a
serious amount of lateral movement. At 70,000 meters we need about 2200 m horizontal speed to stay in orbit and not fall back on Kerbal. So our first goal is to combine the two. Our orbital rocket First, let's build a rocket. We want a rocket that can get into orbit and safely return our kerbonauts to Kerbin.Put a stacked decoupler under the capsule, so when
we return we can throw away any useless weight. On top of the capsule, put a parachute. Now put 4 fuel tanks under the decoupler, and one of the powerful engines underneath. Put 6 radial decouplers around the rocket. For symmetry, use the tool in the upper left corner of the hangar to make six instead of just one decoupler. Put a solid booster on each
decoupler. Now it's time to mess with the staging. We want the boosters and the liquid engine to fire at the same time. Just grab the engine and the fuel tank on the right staging display and pull them down into the lower stage. Liftoff! Press the start button (top right corner in the hangar) and let's see how she's doing. To launch the rocket, press space and be
prepared for a rocky ride! We don't have SAS modules, so you'll have to do some serious steering. Get too much! Your first goal is to keep the rocket upright and point it at the sky. It will run a bit, correct that! The boosters will eventually burn out, jettison them they no longer thrust. The key to success is as little dead weight as possible. Around 10-15,000
meters it is time to start banking towards the direction we ultimately want to go. Since it's a good idea to use
Kerbin\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Now is also a good time to get acquainted with the different speeds related
to track and surface. If you click on the speed indicator above the artificial horizon, you'll see it. Orbital speed is the speed relative to the center of the mass. It would be equal to the surface speed if Kerbin didn't run. Surface speed is your speed above the ground. For now, remember that the speed of the surface is what counts during landing, runway speed
is what counts during orbit. Okay, back to our flight. Bank slowly. At about 30,000 meters you have to aim at about 45 degrees up. In a perfect world, you have to hit the 70,000 Meters about the same time as you hit the 2300m/s. Since few things in this world are perfect, try to get a little higher. We can use that hight quickly. Reaching a courseAs you hit
about 70,000 meters, it's time to look at the overview map. Hit M and let's take a look at our flight plan. Probably your flight curve indicator (the blue line) will show that you\'re in for a short trip. Aim at the direction you want to go (90° if you followed my suggestion) and keep the accelerator up \'til the apogee (labeled AP on the flight path) is a few kilometers
ahead of you. In a perfect world, you might only want to apply thrust while on apogee, to maximize your fuel efficiency. Since you probably don't have the luxury of that much thrust, you'll need to start thrusting a little earlier than that. With time you get a sense of how much thrust your rockets can muster and how quickly or let you fire them to achieve the best
fuel efficiency. Your goal now is to get the perigee off your orbit (the PE on the flight curve, which is now likely under
kerbin\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\congratulations,
You're in orbit. Note: You only push to 90° (i.e. in the direction of your flight) to increase your runway and to 270° (away from your flight direction) to lower it. Don't thrust up (away from the planet) or down (to the planet) once you're almost in orbit. Staying in orbit is a matter of horizontal speed. Not a matter of flying up. Getting back downIt's pretty simple: Aim
your rocket against the flight direction indicator (the green thingie on your artificial horizon, it should point to 90°, i.e. aim your rocket at 270° on the artificial horizon where that green thingie with an X is in it) and thrust. Your goal is to come down in the water, for a clearly softer landing than on land. You don't have to put your perigee on the ground down to
about 30,000 meters is enough, the air resistance should do the rest. Don't forget to throw the rocket and deploy the parachute (i.e. hit space often enough), and welcome back to Kerbin. It's Kerbin. Mr. Kerbin.
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